
21.03.2020 
In wake of unprecedented crisis arisen out of COVID-19 pandemic, an emergent online meeting of 
IQAC was convened on 21.03.2020 at 12:30 P.M. The meeting was presided over by the Chairman 
cum Principal of the college prof. S.P. Shahi and hosted by IQAC Coordinator Dr. Arun Kumar. The 
following members participated in meeting: 
 

1. Prof. S.P. Shahi – Chairman, IQAC 
2. Dr. Arun Kumar – Coordinator, IQAC 

 
The following resolutions were taken in the meeting:- 

1. Proceedings of the last meeting were confirmed. 
2. Unprecedented Crisis: Anticipating Lockdown due to unprecedented situation in which all of 

us have to wage war against corona by staying at home maintaining all precaution like Social 
Distancing, yet this space constraint could not deter our spirit to stay as a cohesive unit and 
plan for future actions. The following future course of action planned. 

3. Uploading of digital contents, lecturer notes, video lectures etc. on college website 
www.ancpatna.ac.in It was decided that for benefit of students, digital contents, scanned 
copies of lecture notes of teachers, video lectures etc. be started to being uploaded on 
college website with immediate effect without any delay.  

4. Appointment of mentors and counsellors for mentoring and counselling: All members were 
of the view that in this crisis period, the college must be geared up to assist student in 
academic matters and on psychological issues. Therefore, it was resolved that mentors on 
academic matters be appointed in each department along with mentors on psychological 
issues. 

5. Starting of online classes: Members realized that along with uploading of digital contents on 
college website, it was essential that online lectures of teachers be arranged from 2nd week 
of April, 2020. It was assessed that taking into account all the streams like Science, Social 
Sciences, Humanities and Vocational, at least 50 to 60 lectures per day will be required. 
Before start of online lecturers, necessary preparations be made. To acquaint teachers with 
different digital platforms like Zoom, Google Meet, Cisco Webex, teamlink etc. and to fix 
modalities and routines for online lectures, a series of meetings of the Principal and core 
IQAC team (organising Committee for all such activities) with teachers of different streams 
be arranged. 

6. Online Webinars, FDPs, SDPs, and other Activities: The Chairman IQAC and Coordinator IQAC 
formed a core team of IQAC members to  organise all online activities. This core team was 
entrusted with the responsibility of organising national level webinars, FDPs, SDPs, Quiz 
contest etc. on topics of emerging trends in Science, Social Sciences and  Humanities and 
cutting-edge technologies. The core team was also asked to arrange webinars on 
contemporary relevant topics of COVID-19 pandemic with the help of medical experts and 
social scientists, so that teachers and students remain updated and prepared to fight this 
pandemic.  

7. Extension Activities and Social Outreach: During crisis and disaster, NSS and NCC unit of 
college have always stood the test of time and contributed tremendously by helping the 
suffering masses by taking even enormous amount of risks. It was resolved that NSS and NCC 
cadets will help the masses during this unprecedented COVID-19 pandemic too. It was 



resolved that in collaboration with State Disaster team, State Government, local 
administration, NSS and NCC cadets must be engaged in different works like preparing of 
masks , crowd management to maintain social distancing.  
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